A cassette of basic amino acids in histone H2B regulates nucleosome dynamics and access to DNA damage
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Nucleosome dynamics, such as spontaneous DNA unwrapping, are postulated to have a critical role in regulating the access of DNA repair machinery to DNA lesions within nucleosomes. However, the specific histone domains that regulate nucleosome dynamics and the impact of such changes in intrinsic nucleosome dynamics on DNA repair are not well understood. Previous studies identified a highly conserved region in the N-terminal tail of histone H2B known as the histone H2B repression (or HBR) domain, which has a significant influence on gene expression, chromatin assembly, and DNA damage formation and repair. However, the molecular mechanism(s) that may account for these observations are limited. In this study, we characterized the stability and dynamics of HBR mutant nucleosome core particles (NCPs) in vitro by restriction enzyme accessibility (REA), FRET, and temperature-induced sliding of histone octamers. Our results indicate that ∆HBR–NCPs are more dynamic, with a larger steady-state fraction of the NCP population occupying the unwrapped state than for WT-NCPs. Additionally, ∆HBR-histone octamers are more susceptible to temperature-induced sliding on DNA than WT histone octamers. Furthermore, we show that the activity of base excision repair enzymes at uracil lesions and single nucleotide gaps is enhanced in a site-specific manner in ∆HBR–NCPs. This enhanced activity correlates well with regions exhibiting increased DNA unwrapping. Finally, removal of the HBR domain is not sufficient to completely alleviate the structural constraints imposed by histone octamers on the activity of base excision repair enzymes.

The nucleosome core particle (NCP)3 consists of 147 bp of DNA wrapped ~1.7 times around a histone octamer composed of a heterotypic tetramer of histones H3 and H4 flanked by two heterodimers of histones H2A and H2B (1). DNA-templated processes, including DNA repair, are dependent on protein–DNA interactions that are restricted by the histone proteins in nucleosomes (2, 3). Additionally, the DNA trajectory is significantly different when bound to the histone octamer compared with that in solution (4). These differences arise from periodic sharp deformations in the DNA structure at 14 local minima where the minor groove of DNA interacts with histone residues, such as “sprocket” arginines (5). Although these contacts can be made with most DNA sequences of sufficient length, efficient bending at the histone octamer surface is facilitated by sequence-specific dinucleotide steps (6); hence, DNA sequence is an important determinant of NCP stability and dynamics. NCP stability and dynamics is also dependent on histone content. Structural and biochemical evidence suggests that amino acid sequence variability in histone proteins, such as that found in histone variants, can regulate nucleosome dynamics, either alone or in conjunction with histone post-translational modification (PTM) (7–9). For example, H3K56 acetylation has been shown to increase nucleosomal DNA unwrapping dynamics by ~7-fold relative to unacetylated nucleosomes, based on FRET studies of in vitro reconstituted NCPs (10). Other mechanisms can also enhance nucleosome dynamics, including ATP-dependent chromatin remodeling and certain DNA lesions, such as UV photoproducts (11).

Even subtle changes in nucleosome dynamics can have important biological implications in DNA-templated processes. This is especially true for DNA repair, because nucleosomes comprise a formidable barrier to the repair of DNA lesions (2, 12, 13). The impact of nucleosomes and nucleosome dynamics on repair is best understood for the base excision repair (BER) pathway. BER is responsible for removing chemically aberrant DNA bases, abasic sites generated from enzymatic or spontaneous hydrolytic reactions, and single-strand breaks. In a coordinated stepwise fashion, damage-specific DNA glycosylases identify and remove damaged DNA bases, cleaving the N-glycosidic bond between the sugar and the base
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Unlike the N-terminal tails of histones H3 and H4 that are
highly conserved, the sequence of the N-terminal tails of H2A
and H2B are more divergent across species, and less is known
about their functional roles in nucleosome stability and dynam-
ics. Wyrick and co-workers (27) previously identified a con-
served sequence cassette in the yeast histone H2B N-terminal
tail, called the histone H2B Repression (or HBR) domain, that
has a number of phenotypes, including de-repression of many
yeast genes, enhanced DNA accessibility to micrococcu
nuclease, and defects in UV resistance and repair (27, 28).
The HBR domain in yeast consists of residues 30–37 in the N-
terminal tail of H2B, corresponding to residues 24–31 of Xenopus
laevis H2B. In X. laevis, seven of the eight residues are positively
charged amino acids, arginine or lysine, which make potentially
important electrostatic interactions with the negatively
charged DNA backbone of both DNA gyres (29). Because of the
importance of electrostatic interactions between DNA and his-
tones in regulating NCP stability and dynamics, it was originally
postulated that the HBR domain may play an important role in
stabilizing octamer positioning and regulating intranucleo-
somal interactions (28, 30). In addition, some of the HBR pheno-

types may also be due to the role of the HBR domain in
regulating the binding of H2A/H2B dimers to histone chaper-
one FACT and Nap1 (31). However, it is unclear to what extent
the HBR domain regulates intrinsic nucleosome stability and
dynamics, nor is it known whether differences in nucleosome
stability and dynamics contribute to HBR mutant phenotypes,
such as DNA damage sensitivity and repair. To shed light on
these past results, our present report uses biochemical and bio-
physical assays to address site-specific features of nucleosome
dynamics caused by HBR deletion and their impact on BER
enzyme activity.

To better understand the role of the HBR domain in regulat-
ing nucleosome stability and dynamics during BER, we charac-
terized the stability of NCPs containing the HBR deletion
(ΔHBR–NCPs) and examined its effect on specific repair steps
associated with removal of rotationally and translationally posi-
tioned uracil and single nucleotide DNA gaps. Restriction
enzyme accessibility (REA) assays indicate that ΔHBR–NCPs
are intrinsically more dynamic in regions 13–23 bp from the
DNA exit/entry sites (i.e. at the sites of REA cleavage). Analysis
of nucleosome dynamics by FRET of unmodified (WT) and
ΔHBR–NCPs are in agreement with these studies, showing a
decreased energy transfer in ΔHBR–NCPs relative to WT,
which is indicative of enhanced DNA unwrapping in ΔHBR–
NCPs. Furthermore, heat-induced translational repositioning
(or sliding) assays show that ΔHBR–NCPs are more prone to
thermally induced sliding, suggesting a weakening of histone–
DNA interactions. The increased dynamics of ΔHBR–NCPs
were associated with increased uracil DNA gycosylase (UDG)
and APE1 activity at an inwardly oriented uracil lesion located
24 bp from the DNA ends, while showing no enhanced activity
at a more centrally located uracil lesion. The activity of Pol β
was similarly dependent on the location of a DNA gap in NCPs
relative to the HBR domain. Taken together, our results suggest
that the HBR domain restricts DNA accessibility to BER repair
enzymes in a site-specific manner, which correlates with the
proximity of DNA lesions to the HBR domain in nucleosomes.
However, deletion of the HBR domain does not completely
overcome the steric constraints imposed on BER repair pro-
teins by nucleosomes, particularly near the dyad center of
NCPs.

Results

Deletion of the HBR domain in X. laevis histone H2B does not
affect nucleosome formation on 601 DNA

To determine the effects of HBR deletion (ΔHBR, residues
24–31 in X. laevis) on nucleosome formation, nucleosome core
particles (NCPs) were reconstituted with WT or ΔHBR X. lae-
vis recombinant histone octamers (Fig. 1, A and B) and the high
affinity 601 nucleosome positioning sequence (34, 36). The
HBR domain is the most conserved region in the H2B N-
terminal tail (Fig. 1A) and is comprised of 6–7 basic amino
acids that, in Saccharomyces cerevisiae, are critical for tran-
scriptional repression of a large set of genes (27). As seen in
Fig. 1C, removal of these residues in histone H2B does not
impede nucleosome formation, although the ΔHBR–NCP
migrates slightly faster on native polyacrylamide gels, in
accordance with a previous study (39). ΔHBR histone octam-
ers generate well positioned NCPs as indicated by the pres-
ence of a single band on these gels. Furthermore, hydroxyl
radical footprinting shows no detectable changes in the OH
cleavage pattern in WT and ΔHBR–NCPs (Fig. S1). These
data suggest that 601 DNA adopts, on average, the same
structure or dynamics of ΔHBR–NCPs, we first tested the effect of HBR
deletion on REA. Fig. 2A shows (schematically) the locations of
MspI and HaeIII restriction cut sites relative to the dyad center
of NCPs. As shown, the MspI and HaeIII restriction sites are
located 13 and 23 nucleotides (nt), respectively, from the DNA
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Figure 1. The HBR domain in histone H2B. A, HBR sequence alignment from various species was adapted from Parra et al. (27). As can be seen, the HBR domain (e.g., residues 24–31 in X. laevis, 30–37 in S. cerevisiae, and 27–37 in Homo sapiens) is highly conserved among species and is predominantly comprised of positively charged amino acids (50, 51). B, in the left figure, PDB code 1KX5 was modified to highlight the structural location of the HBR domain (orange spheres) relative to BER lesions (black spheres). A different view with the HBR domain displayed as sticks is shown on the right. For the lesions (uracil or single-nucleotide gap), the number in parentheses indicates the number of nucleotides away from the pseudo 2-fold axis of symmetry called the dyad, toward the 5’ end (+) or (−) toward the 3’ end of the damaged strand. All lesions are inwardly oriented or occluded, with their phosphate backbone facing the histone octamer. Lesions at −49 and +4 located in the I strand (green) and −21 in the J strand (blue). C, representative 6% native gel illustrating reconstitution efficiency of DNA with recombinant X. laevis WT and HBR (Δ24–31) octamers.

Figure 2. Restriction enzyme accessibility assay on nucleosomal DNA containing WT (unmodified) or ΔHBR (H2BΔ24–31 amino acids) histone octamers. A, schematic of the nucleosome core particle showing the approximate locations of two restriction sites relative to the dyad, where the number in parentheses indicates the cleavage site (base number) on the I strand toward the 5’ end from the dyad. The samples were incubated with either HaeIII or MspI, where indicated (+) for 2 h at 37°C. In B, the substrate contained a uracil at position −21 in B and at +4 in C. Error bars represent standard deviation of the means for at least three independent experiments. Two-tailed, unpaired t tests were performed, and asterisks indicate the level of significance with p values of 0.0001 and 0.002 for MspI and HaeIII, respectively, in B and 0.002 in C.

end (Fig. 2A). Interestingly, ΔHBR–NCPs are cleaved much more efficiently by MspI compared with WT NCPs, regardless of whether the DNA template contains uracil at position −21, relative to the dyad axis toward the 3’ end, in the J chain of the 601 NCP (Fig. 2B, right panel) or position +4 located in the complementary I chain 4 nt from the dyad axis toward the 5’ end (Fig. 2C). Additionally, the HaeIII restriction site, located closer to the dyad center, is also more accessible in ΔHBR–NCPs (Fig. 2B, left panel). These results indicate that ΔHBR–NCP DNA is intrinsically more accessible to restriction enzyme cleavage in regions as far as 23 bp from the DNA ends.
Deletion of HBR domain shifts nucleosome dynamics toward the unwrapped state

The REA results suggest that the HBR domain plays a role in regulating nucleosomal DNA accessibility and/or dynamics, particularly in regions near the DNA entry/exit sites. Therefore, FRET was employed to compare the DNA unwrapping dynamics between WT and \( \Delta \)HBR nucleosomes. For these experiments, the 601 DNA template was labeled with a pair of fluorescent dyes, Cy3 and Cy5, and reconstituted with WT or \( \Delta \)HBR histone octamers. We chose three different locations in the nucleosome structure to incorporate the dye pair (Fig. 3A): (1) near the nucleosome’s entry/exit sites (End-label) (37); (2) at the HBR–DNA-binding domain in nucleosomes (HBR label); and (3) near the dyad center (internal label) (11). As shown previously (11), with excitation of Cy3, we observed Cy5 (acceptor) emission when the 601 DNA is reconstituted into nucleosomes (Fig. 3B, red trace), and little to no Cy5 emission with the naked 601 DNA (data not shown, but see Ref. 11). Importantly, we observe less energy transfer in the \( \Delta \)HBR–NCP when the dye pair is located toward the edge (end label) or near the HBR-binding domain (HBR label; Fig. 3, B and D, compare red and blue traces). In contrast, no reduction in energy transfer is seen in the HBR nucleosome when the dye pair is located near the dyad center (Fig. 3F). These results, which are consistent with our REA data, indicate that \( \Delta \)HBR nucleosomes have increased DNA unwrapping dynamics for DNA regions near the DNA entry/exit sites but not at a centrally located site near the nucleosome dyad.

Nucleosome stability was examined using salt-induced dissociation of NCPs (11). As expected, the FRET efficiency decreases with increased salt concentration in both WT and \( \Delta \)HBR nucleosomes (Fig. 3, C, E, and G). For end-label nucleosomes, the FRET efficiency of HBR–NCPs decreases more rapidly with increased salt concentration compared with WT, indicating that histone–DNA interactions near the DNA ends are weaker and more easily disrupted by salt (Fig. 3C). On the other hand, for HBR-label nucleosomes, the \( \Delta \)HBR–NCP is more sensitive than WT at low to moderate salt concentrations (i.e. 0.3 and 0.4 M) and slightly less sensitive at higher salt concentrations (Fig. 3E). This later result may indicate that the H2A–H2B dimer, which dissociates from NCPs at lower salt concentrations (40, 41), may be more easily evicted from nucleosomes in the HBR mutant octamers. Finally, no difference is observed between WT and \( \Delta \)HBR–NCP salt dissociation with internal-label nucleosomes (Fig. 3G), indicating no change in the slow unwrapping kinetics of DNA near the dyad center of NCPs. Taken together, these results indicate that deletion of the HBR domain in histone H2B generates more dynamic NCPs in which DNA near the nucleosome edges has increased unwrapping kinetics relative to WT NCPs.

Thermally induced sliding is enhanced in \( \Delta \)HBR NCPs

It has long been known that nucleosomes are mobile on DNA at higher temperatures in vitro, where histone octamers are able to slide translationally along the DNA over large distances (42). Moreover, histone octamer composition and DNA sequence are known to play key roles in NCP stability (40, 43). Therefore, to determine the translational stability of \( \Delta \)HBR NCPs relative to WT NCPs, WT and \( \Delta \)HBR-containing octamers were reconstituted with the 601 DNA sequence in a 256-bp fragment. Because 601 DNA exhibits a strong positioning power, it generates homogeneously positioned octamers at room temperature despite the presence of linker DNA (Fig. 4A, blue oval); however, when the temperature is increased, the octamer adopts alternate positions as shown by the dashed oval in Fig. 4A (44). As shown in Fig. 4B (RT lane), positioning of the WT octamer along the 256-bp 601 DNA sequence generates primarily a centrally positioned histone octamer after a 60-min incubation at room temperature. The \( \Delta \)HBR octamer, however, appears to generate a slightly more heterogeneous population of NCPs centered centrally and at the sides of the fragment. The significance of this apparent change in population of different translational positions at room temperature is revealed by quantification of the gel patterns (Fig. 4C, RT values). This effect is amplified with increased temperature, where more repositioning of the \( \Delta \)HBR octamers occurs relative to WT octamers (Fig. 4B, 56 °C and 65 °C lanes). Importantly, over 50% more \( \Delta \)HBR octamers than WT octamers slide off the DNA fragments completely when incubated at 65 °C, leaving naked DNA fragments (Fig. 4B). These results indicate that histone–DNA interactions are weaker in \( \Delta \)HBR–NCPs and are more easily disrupted by temperature.

HBR deletion affects uracil removal by UDG

Given that deletion of the HBR domain increases DNA unwrapping and thermally induced sliding, we wished to determine whether this increased nucleosome dynamics was sufficient to allow UDG access to occluded DNA lesions in NCPs. Surprisingly, HBR deletion has a small, but significant, negative effect on the removal of uracil at an occluded site in the DNA strand 21 nucleotides away from the dyad (i.e. toward the 3’ end of the J chain; see PDB code 3LZ0) (Fig. 5A). This result suggests that if increased nucleosome dynamics extend to this location (21 nt from the dyad), they are too subtle for increased glycosylase lesion trapping during this time window. On the other hand, with a uracil located on the opposite DNA chain (i.e. the I chain) 49 nucleotides away from the dyad (toward the 3’ end), HBR deletion increases UDG activity by ~2-fold (Fig. 5B). These data indicate that the increased nucleosome dynamics near the DNA ends increases accessibility to UDG at this site. Taken together, HBR deletion promotes uracil accessibility by UDG at sites near the DNA ends (i.e. regions that correlate with enhanced unwrapping in \( \Delta \)HBR–NCPs).

Synthesis by DNA polymerase \( \beta \) in \( \Delta \)HBR NCPs depends on the structural location of the DNA gap

We recently showed that the effects of histone site-specific acetylation on DNA gap-filling activity by Pol \( \beta \) are dependent on the structural location of the DNA gaps (45). In this study, we wished to determine whether the increased nucleosome dynamics near the DNA ends in \( \Delta \)HBR–NCPs was sufficient to allow accessibility to occluded DNA gaps located near the DNA ends (−49), "midway” (−21), or near the dyad center (+4). Therefore, "gapped DNAs" were generated by pretreating 5’-end–labeled uracil-containing DNAs with UDG and APE1.
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Therefore, to determine the translational stability of \( \Delta \)HBR NCPs relative to WT NCPs, WT and \( \Delta \)HBR-containing octamers were reconstituted with the 601 DNA sequence in a 256-bp fragment. Because 601 DNA exhibits a strong positioning power, it generates homogeneously positioned octamers at room temperature despite the presence of linker DNA (Fig. 4A, blue oval); however, when the temperature is increased, the octamer adopts alternate positions as shown by the dashed oval in Fig. 4A (44). As shown in Fig. 4B (RT lane), positioning of the WT octamer along the 256-bp 601 DNA sequence generates primarily a centrally positioned histone octamer after a 60-min incubation at room temperature. The \( \Delta \)HBR octamer, however, appears to generate a slightly more heterogeneous population of NCPs positioned centrally and at the sides of the fragment. The significance of this apparent change in population of different translational positions at room temperature is revealed by quantification of the gel patterns (Fig. 4C, RT values). This effect is amplified with increased temperature, where more repositioning of the \( \Delta \)HBR octamers occurs relative to WT octamers (Fig. 4B, 56 °C and 65 °C lanes). Importantly, over 50% more \( \Delta \)HBR octamers than WT octamers slide off the DNA fragments completely when incubated at 65 °C, leaving naked DNA fragments (Fig. 4B). These results indicate that histone–DNA interactions are weaker in \( \Delta \)HBR–NCPs and are more easily disrupted by temperature.
Figure 3. Nucleosome dynamics of WT and ΔHBR NCPs as assessed by FRET. A, the crystal structure PDB code 1KX5 was modified to highlight the structural location of fluorophore FRET pairs, where red indicates the positioning of cy5 (acceptor) and green the positioning of cy3 (donor). For end-labeled NCPs, a Cy3-labeled base was inserted at position 6, and a Cy5-labeled base at position 81 in the 601 sequence, as described previously (37). For HBR-label NCPs, Cy3 and Cy5 fluorophores were similarly located at base position 46 from the 5′ end of the I chain and base position 25 from the 5′ end of the J chain, respectively. Internal-label fluorophores were located at position 33 from the 5′ end of the I chain (Cy3) and position 34 from the 5′ end of the J chain (Cy5). The panels on the left show emission spectra for WT and ΔHBR NCPs with FRET pairs located at the end-label (B), HBR-label (D), and internal-label (F) positions. The panels on the right show salt-induced nucleosome disassembly/unwrapping for WT and ΔHBR NCPs monitored by FRET using end-labeled (C), HBR-label (E), and internal-label (G) NCPs. Salt concentrations were adjusted to the appropriate final concentration with 5 M NaCl and allowed to equilibrate for 30 min at room temperature. Emission spectra at the salt concentrations shown were normalized to the Cy5 signal excited at 615 nm. The FRET efficiency at each salt concentration was normalized to the corresponding low salt efficiency to allow comparison of the salt-induced FRET decrease between WT and HBR NCPs.
The resulting NCPs containing a single-nucleotide gap were incubated with Pol β (in excess relative to the substrate). We then determined the single-nucleotide extension of substrate relative to the total substrate in the reaction. Remarkably, HBR deletion increases the initial rate of extension for NCP-gI (H11002) by almost 5-fold (6.8% filled/min versus 33.1% filled/min for WT and HBR, respectively; Fig. 6A). Structurally, this site lies near the region of increased DNA unwrapping as assessed by FRET (Figs. 1B and 3A). Similarly, but to a lesser extent, HBR deletion increases DNA synthesis at NCP-gI (H11002), with a Y_{max} 2-fold greater in HBR–NCPs (Fig. 6B). Because NCP-gI (−21) exhibits a greater effect than NCP-gI (−49), the latter being located right at the HBR domain, these data suggest that a major impediment in WT NCPs at NCP-gI (−49) is the proximity of DNA gyres (Fig. 1B, right panel). Increased DNA breathing, as well as increased local rotational flexibility of the DNA, may increase the average exposure time at NCP-gI (−21). On the other hand, at NCP-gI (−49), occlusion by the H2B N-terminal tail may lead to an overall decrease in accessibility to Pol β compared with NCP-gI (−21). Finally, at the lesion farthest away from the HBR-binding sites [NCP-gI (+4)], there is no significant difference in DNA synthesis between WT- and ΔHBR–NCPs (Fig. 6C). This result is in agreement with the FRET data and suggests that this site lies outside the dynamic range of increased DNA unwrapping resulting from HBR deletion. These results suggest that HBR deletion increases the probability of lesion recognition by Pol β and this is sufficient to allow the repair of occluded DNA gaps located as far as 52 bp from the DNA ends (NCP-gI (−21)).

Discussion

In this study, we show that the conserved HBR domain of histone H2B regulates the accessibility of repair factors to DNA lesions in nucleosomes, presumably by modulating intrinsic nucleosome dynamics. Our results indicate that NCPs reconstituted from histone octamers lacking the HBR domain (ΔHBR–NCPs) are more accessible to restriction enzyme digestion at sites as far as 23 nt from the DNA ends, consistent with the model that nucleosomal DNA unwrapping is enhanced in the HBR–NCPs, particularly near the DNA entry–exit region of the NCP. Similarly, FRET studies suggest that a larger steady-state fraction of the ΔHBR–NCP population is shifted toward the unwrapped state as compared with WT-NCPs. This is in agreement with an increased susceptibility to temperature-induced octamer sliding in the ΔHBR–NCP relative to WT-NCPs. Importantly, this enhanced accessibility...
promotes uracil excision and single-nucleotide gap-filling by the BER enzymes UDG and Pol β, respectively, in a site-specific manner that correlates with proximity of these lesions to the HBR domain. Despite this enhanced accessibility, repair of uracil lesions is nonetheless inhibited in HBR–NCPs, with only a fraction of the substrate becoming transiently accessible for repair. These findings indicate that the HBR domain represses intrinsic nucleosome dynamics, particularly near the nucleosomal DNA ends, and thus is a key factor limiting access of the BER machinery to DNA lesions in chromatin.

The HBR domain contributes to two of the strongest histone–DNA interaction sites (superhelical locations ± 4.5) as it transits between the DNA gyres (46, 47). Basic residues in the HBR domain likely contribute to favorable electrostatic interactions with the negatively charged DNA backbone, thus stabilizing histone–DNA interactions and repressing nucleosomal DNA unwrapping. This model is supported by genetic data showing that replacing the HBR domain with a series of amino acids with neutral side chains (i.e. alanine, glycine, or serine) is lethal in yeast, but replacing it with a series of lysine residues is viable, indicating that the positive charge of HBR domain residues is critical for the function of this domain in vivo (31). Locally, deletion of the HBR domain may affect the DNA trajectory, leading to an overall destabilization caused by weaker histone–DNA interactions in these regions that represent two of the most important stabilizing contacts in NCP DNA (46). Importantly, this may lead to DNA untwisting, thereby modifying distal interactions with histone H3 at the DNA entry–exit site. Indeed, a more flexible N-terminal tail of H3 is observed in the crystal structure of a tailless H2B-NCP that still contains the HBR domain (46). These findings indicate that intrinsic DNA accessibility near the HBR domain may be constrained to specific sites, which is consistent with our repair data. Our results demonstrate that sites of increased repair in ΔHBR–NCPs are generally associated with DNA regions near the HBR domain. For example, deletion of the HBR domain does not have a significant effect on DNA synthesis by Pol β at a gap-In lesion (gI (−4)) near the dyad center but does significantly increase the Pol β activity at gaps located closer to the HBR domain (i.e. gI (−21) and gI (−49)).

Previous studies have shown that the HBR domain mediates the transcriptional repression of ~9% of yeast genes (27), and it is required to maintain normal levels of histone occupancy across the yeast genome, particularly at HBR-repressed genes (31). The HBR domain is thought to promote histone occupancy by facilitating nucleosome assembly by the histone chaperone FACT (facilitates chromatin transcription) (31). The HBR domain also regulates recruitment of the SWI/SNF ATP-dependent chromatin remodeler (28), although the HBR domain does not affect SWI/SNF remodeling activity in vitro (39). The in vitro data from this study indicate that the HBR domain may also regulate histone occupancy through a distinct mechanism, in which the HBR domain stabilizes assembled nucleosomes by repressing intrinsic nucleosome dynamics. It will be important to determine whether the role of the HBR domain in repressing intrinsic nucleosome dynamics in vitro helps promote transcriptional repression and histone occupancy in yeast.
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In summary, our data indicate that the HBR domain functions to suppress intrinsic nucleosome dynamics, particularly nucleosomal DNA unwrapping, and thus restricts access of BER enzymes to DNA lesions at specific sites in nucleosomes (Fig. 7). An important implication of these findings is that BER efficiency in chromatin is likely regulated by rates of nucleosomal DNA unwrapping, which can vary widely between different nucleosome positioning sequences and at different translational positions within nucleosomes (48). This conclusion is supported by a recent genome-wide map of BER activity at single-nucleotide resolution in yeast cells (49). This study revealed that there is more efficient repair of DNA base lesions at distal translational locations within nucleosomes, where nucleosome dynamics are elevated in vitro. These findings suggest that nucleosome unwrapping dynamics regulate BER efficiency in vivo, consistent with our in vitro data. Furthermore, previous studies have identified a number of histone PTMs, including methylation, phosphorylation, and ubiquitination, occurring at histone residues within or adjacent to the HBR domain (reviewed in Ref. 50). It is interesting to speculate that these PTMs might alter HBR–DNA interactions (Fig. 7), which would be a novel mechanism to enhance nucleosome dynamics and facilitate repair in chromatin.

Experimental procedures

Preparation of DNA substrates containing uracil and single-nucleotide gaps

Uracil was inserted at distinct positions in the 147-bp 601 nucleosome positioning sequence as reported previously (32). Locations were chosen to allow for specific rotational settings when reconstituted into nucleosomes as either facing away or toward the histone octamer (12). Oligomers were purchased from Integrated DNA Technologies as ultramers (147 bp) or as primers containing a single uracil. Each of the primers or ultramers containing the uracil was either radiolabeled at the 5’ end or contained a fluorescent label as indicated in the figure legends. For the radiolabeling reactions, we used [γ-32P]ATP (PerkinElmer) and T4 polynucleotide kinase (Invitrogen) as per the manufacturers’ instructions (22). After labeling, ultramers were annealed (1:1) with the complementary strand by heating to 95 °C for 10 min and slow cooling in 30 mM Tris buffer (pH 7.5) containing 100 mM potassium acetate. The resulting dsDNA fragment generated was then purified using either a QIAquick nucleotide removal kit or PCR purification kit (by Qiagen) to remove unincorporated radioactive nucleotides. We have used the nomenclature of Vasudevan et al. (33) to describe the locations of the two substrates (U(+4) and U(−49)) located in the I chain of the 601 NCP. The third substrate (U(−21)) contained uracil in the complementary strand to the I chain (i.e. J chain) and was generated via PCR using pGEM-3z/601 as a template. The PCR product was purified using an agarose gel extraction kit (Qiagen).

Single-nucleotide gapped DNAs were generated from the uracil containing DNAs by treatment with UDG and APE1 (New England Biolabs; 30 and 10 nM, respectively) for 90 min at 37 °C to ensure complete cleavage of all uracil residues and subsequent cleavage of abasic sites. The DNA was then extracted (1:2 (v/v) ratio) with phenol:chloroform:isoamyl alcohol (PCI:25:24:1) and chloroform:isoamyl alcohol (24:1) using standard procedures, followed by ethanol precipitation overnight.

Nucleosome core particle reconstitutions

NCPs were reconstituted by salt gradient dialysis using recombinant octamer from X. laevis containing all WT core histones or core histones containing H2B histones with the HBR domain deleted. This domain consists of predominantly positively charged amino acids 24–31. WT and ΔHBR core histones were individually expressed in Escherichia coli (BL21) as previously described (34), with some modifications described in Ref. 11. After isolation, the histones were subjected to dialysis with deionized water containing 5 mM 2-mercaptoethanol and 0.2 mM phenylmethylsulfonyl fluoride. They were then lyophilized, and the histone octamer was prepared as described by Luger et al. (34). Briefly, the concentration of unfolded histone proteins was determined at A275 and equimolar ratios of all four histones were mixed and dialyzed three times in refolding buffer (2 M NaCl, 20 mM Tris-HCl, pH 7.5, 1 mM Na-EDTA, 5 mM 2-mercaptoethanol) at 4 °C for 24 h. Histone octamers were then concentrated and loaded onto a Superdex 200 column. The eluent was monitored by absorbance at 276 nm, and peak fractions were further analyzed on 16% SDS gels. Fractions containing equimolar concentrations of the histones were pooled, concentrated using an Amicon Ultra centrifugal filter, and stored in 50% glycerol at −20 °C. WT and HBR-containing histone octamers were then mixed with γ-32P-labeled DNA or fluorescence-labeled DNA in a 1:2:1 molar ratio via salt gradient dialysis to reconstitute NCPs, as described previously (11, 12).
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**Hydroxyl-radical footprinting**

We performed hydroxyl-radical footprinting of the NCPs as described previously (22, 35). The reaction was quenched with glycerol to a final concentration of 6%. The DNA was isolated from the histones via PCI extraction followed by a chloroform: isomyl alcohol wash. The DNA was then precipitated overnight in ethanol (2.5×, v/v), sodium acetate (1/10, v/v), pH 5.2, and glycogen (1/10, v/v). The pellet was washed twice with 70% ethanol, air dried, and suspended in 1:1 ratio of 1× Tris-EDTA (TE) and Hi-Dir formamide. The samples were boiled for 10 min to denature the DNA, chilled on ice, and separated by electrophoresis in an 8% denaturing (7 m urea) polyacrylamide (19:1) gel. The gel was run at 60 W for 2.5 h, dried, exposed on a phosphor screen, and visualized on a Typhoon FLA7000 (GE Healthcare). Analysis of the image was performed using ImageQuant software (GE Healthcare). Uracil-containing DNA was treated with UDG (30 nm) and APE1 (10 nm), and incubated at 37 °C for 90 min for cleavage to take place. The cleavage reaction was stopped by PCI extraction, and the DNA was precipitated in ethanol, washed with 70% ethanol, dried, and suspended in 1× TE. A 1:1 ratio of sample and Hi-Dir formamide were mixed, boiled for 10 min to denature DNA, chilled on ice, and loaded onto the sequencing gel.

**Thermally induced sliding**

WT and ΔHBR octamers were reconstituted with the 256-bp 601 positioning sequence (Fig. 4A). Nucleosomes were heated in a thermal cycler (Bio-Rad) at 58 or 65 °C for 60 min. The reaction was stopped by transferring the heated nucleosome samples to an ice-water bath. The samples were then analyzed by 5% PAGE in 0.25× Tris-borate-EDTA buffer (TBE). The gel was prerun at 4 °C for 1 h before running the samples for 60 min at 4 °C. Following electrophoresis, the gels were stained with SYBR Gold and imaged on a Typhoon FLA7000 imaging system (GE Healthcare). Gel images were then quantified using ImageQuant software (GE Healthcare).

**FRET experiments**

The 147-bp nucleosome DNA positioning sequence 601 was used for NCP reconstitution (36). In this study, three different locations were used for labeling the DNA with the fluorescence dyes. The internal-label and HBR-label DNA substrates were generated by PCR with fluorescently labeled primers. For internal-labeled DNA, a Cy3-labeled base was inserted at position 33 from the 5′ end of the J chain, and a Cy5-labeled base was inserted at position 34 from the 5′ end of the J chain. For the HBR-label, a Cy3-labeled base was inserted at position 46 from the 5′ end of the I chain, and a Cy5-labeled base was inserted at position 25 from the 5′ end of the J chain (33). The end-labeled DNA substrates were generated by inserting a Cy3-labeled base at position 6 and a Cy5-labeled base at position 81 in the 601 sequence, as described previously (37) (Fig. 3A). These fluorescently labeled DNA substrates were then used for NCP reconstitutions with WT or ΔHBR histone octamers. FRET experiments were carried out on a Photon Technology International Quantamaster UV-visible steady-state fluorometer. The samples were excited at 515 nm, and the emission spectra were collected from 550 to 700 nm. The Cy5 acceptor was excited at 615 nm for collecting “acceptor-only” emission spectra. FRET efficiencies were measured by the sensitized emission of the acceptor and calculated as described previously (11).

**UDG and APE1 cleavage measurements**

NCPs (20 nm) containing either WT or ΔHBR recombinant histone octamers were treated with E. coli UDG and human APE1 (New England Biolabs) at concentrations shown in the figures. All repair reactions were performed in a repair reaction buffer containing 25 mM HEPES (pH 7.5), 2 mM DTT, 100 μg/ml BSA, 10% glycerol, 5 mM MgCl₂, 0.2 mM EDTA (pH 8), and 4 mM ATP. The reaction mixtures were incubated at 37 °C for the specified times (0–60 min) and terminated by the addition of PCI (1:2, sample:PCI, v/v). DNA was ethanol precipitated, resuspended in 1× TE and mixed with an equal volume of formamide-containing loading buffer. The samples were then boiled for 10 min and loaded onto a 10% polyacrylamide (19:1) 7 m urea denaturing gel in 1× TBE buffer. The gels were exposed overnight on a phosphorus-imaging screen and visualized on a Typhoon FLA7000 imaging system (GE Healthcare), and gel images were quantified using ImageQuant software (GE Healthcare).

**Pol β gap-filling assays**

Uracil-containing strands were radiolabeled at the 5′ end with [γ-32P]ATP using T4 polynucleotide kinase (Invitrogen). To generate single-nucleotide gaps, DNA was treated with UDG and APE1 as described above. The repair reaction was then performed by incubating radiolabeled NCPs with purified recombinant human Pol β at the specified concentrations. All extension products were separated in a DNA sequencing gel containing 8% polyacrylamide (19:1) and 7 m urea in 1× TBE buffer, and the percentage extended was calculated as described previously (12). Normalized data from either assay were fitted to a single-phase exponential curve using GraphPad Prism v.6 and the equation \( Y = Y_{\text{max}} \left(1 - e^{-k_{\text{obs}}} \right) \) as previously described (17, 38). The initial rates are reported under “Results.”

**Restriction enzyme accessibility assay**

Restriction enzymes HaeIII and MspI (New England Biolabs) were used to determine the accessibility of restriction sites +51 and +61, respectively, in 601 NCPs containing WT and ΔHBR histones. Gapped DNAs and NCPs were incubated with 10 units of each enzyme at 37 °C for 2 h followed by standard PCI and chloroform:isoamyl alcohol isolation of DNA. Cleavage products were separated on a 16% nondenaturing gel. Visualization and quantification of results were performed as described above.
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